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HARMONY
IN LIFE AND
LANDSCAPE
A large wind-chime sculpture expresses
the spirit of this serene garden
BY PHILLIPA RISPIN
PHOTOGRAPHY: CORY STEVENS
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A 30-FOOT-HIGH CEDAR HEDGE, an old
swimming pool and a half-acre of chewed-up
ground: that’s what confronted landscape
designer Ryan Donohoe when he first saw this
now-lush and serene space in West Vancouver.
The area had been used to store construction materials for the large home on the property that was being renovated from the studs
out. “The client wanted the space transformed
into a garden that married contemporary design with Asian influences,” says Donohoe. It
had to follow the principles of feng shui, have
seasonal plantings throughout, and provide
multiple spaces that the homeowner can
retreat to at various times of the day.
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Donohoe, the owner of Donohoe Design
Inc., was both excited and somewhat intimidated by the magnitude of the task. But he had
years of practical design experience under his
belt, supplemented by training at the Inchbald
School of Design in London, England, and he
was up to the challenge.
“My training at Inchbald taught me to
conceptualize a garden only after having a
deep understanding of the client’s needs,”
Donohoe says. “Allowing time for this process
provides a richer and more diverse design,
giving the client a stronger connection to their
landscape.”
Time was something he did have. It ultimately took six years from when he first heard
about the job in 2012 to completion in 2018
– a seemingly long stretch, but planning and
creating gardens of this complex nature do
take time, and the house renovations were also
under way during most of the period.
Donohoe’s client is from Taipei. She lives
in Europe and has spent a lot of time in California, which has given her a sophisticated
appreciation of Old- and New-World influences
in design. “She appreciated my training in England, which gave me international experience,”
Donohoe says. “She knew that I was dependable and willing to be really flexible.” –>

The view from the street offers a hint of the lushness
inside the garden, beyond the hedge of Irish yew.
Frank Austrian pines (Pinus nigra ‘Frank’) terminate

Inside the wall, a path of Chinese granite curves

rows of rhododendrons along the walls. White

across the front garden. Dividers of Cor-Ten steel

roses, English lavender (Lavandula angustifolia

flanked by black polished river rock keep the lawn

‘Munstead’), Japanese spirea (Spiraea japonica ‘Gold

from encroaching. Behind the Delavay osmanthus

Flame’) and white coneflower (Echinacea purpurea
‘White Swan’) spill toward the road.
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hedge (Osmanthus delavayi) are a hidden table
and chairs for enjoying the morning sun.
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“The curve is repeated behind the sculpture
as a walkway. There’s also a curved walkway at
the front of the house; it’s the same arc repeated in the front and back.”
The rest of the garden is divided into several
rooms by plantings and changes in elevation.
There are three main seating areas: the pool
deck; a firepit in an elevated section at the end
of the direct sightline from the house’s central
stairway, through the centre of the wind chime
to the back of the garden; and a patio in the
front yard that catches the morning sun. Also
along the sightline is a raised vegetable garden,
ergonomically designed so the owner doesn’t
have to stoop to enjoy tending it. –>

(Below) A walkway of Black Diamond basalt has a flamed finish, giving it a no-slip surface. To the left of the walkway, spikes of
gayfeather partially obscure a pink bigleaf hydrangea. On the right, English lavender and Sutherland hebe bloom in front of the
ever-present black-eyed Susans. Creeping thyme is planted between the stone paths. Throughout the garden, premium soil was
installed at depths greater than the B.C. standard to ensure that zone-appropriate plants will thrive for decades.

The view toward the back of the house reveals the
symmetry of the garden and its focal point: the
wind-chime arbour. In the foreground, a bed of roses
framed by a low hedge of dwarf boxwood (Buxus
sempervirens ‘Suffruticosa’) is flanked by groves of
flowering cherry trees (Prunus ‘Shirofugen’). To the
left are weeping larches (Larix decidua ‘Pendula’).
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The owner’s sister and nephew live in the
house year-round, and other family members
from around the world visit regularly. “The
homeowner and the family had their ideas
but they wanted my feedback,” Donohoe
says. “We developed many concepts, and after
many revisions, hit on the one they loved.”
The design was approved in 2014. Houston
Landscapes of North Vancouver executed the
design, and the last of the softscape installations was done in the summer of 2018.
The centrepiece of the garden is a unique
wind chime, set in the pentatonic scale.
It’s a large curved arbour of eight blades of
Cor-Ten steel, bolted into concrete footings,
with hanging chimes. Each blade is crowned

by a brass plaque displaying the Mandarin
character for one of these words selected by
the client: Respect, Reflection, Humbleness,
Peace, Effort, Manner, Honesty and Kindness.
“The sculpture was my design,” says
Donohoe. It was fabricated in England by
British sculptor David Harber, who consulted
a wind-chime expert in Ohio. Harber’s expertise was valuable, and Donohoe calls the
result a combined effort.
“The wind chime provides a protective
element,” Donohoe says. “The steel blades
are like eight soldiers standing guard over the
family. The blades are big, almost supersized
humans. If they were human-size, they’d be
less of a protecting, hugging feature.
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A concrete bench curves around a firepit by Solas
Decor. In front of it are some of the narrow meditation
paths, intentionally made two feet wide so that they
accommodate only one person at a time.
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At one end of the pool deck, a horizontal fence screens
a shade-loving garden. On the deck itself, in-ground
planters feature a combination of coneflowers
(Echinacea ‘Salsa Red’), canna lilies, daisy bush,
coleus and Chinese silver grass.

Donohoe’s approach to this garden is typical of his work in general. He and his company
focus on single-family residences and develop
a high level of personal connection with their
clients. They discern the spirit of the family
and imbue it in the landscape.
The process is perhaps longer than some
designers provide, but it’s well thought out
and results in “spaces of beauty that people can
live in and be connected to family,” Donohoe
says. “We’re not creating a space that just looks
good; it will suit the people who live in it.”

All around are flowering plants and ornamental grasses that provide texture and
colour. “In design, we typically pick colours
that are close to one another, but my client
wanted vibrant colours in a mix throughout the year,” Donohoe says. “Other family
members visit, and they often arrive when,
for example, cherry blossoms are falling or
the rhododendrons are flowering. This garden
is never dormant, even in winter. There’s a
balance of evergreens with perennials and
deciduous trees.”

The tall cedar hedge provides privacy for the garden.
Renovating the existing pool kept the structural walls
out of landfill. Its spacious deck offers room for plenty
of furniture as well as built-in planters and a cascading
water feature with the wind-chime arbour as a
backdrop. Freestanding planters: Pots Incorporated.
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